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Don’t let the cute cartoonish art style fool you. This game is challenging. True fans of the JRPG genre will love it, casual players
may want to look elsewhere. Invest the time, and EARTHLOCK will reward you with a depth in gameplay that will test the most
strategic of players.

Discover Your Hero Within

Embark on a journey to save the beautiful world of Umbra, a harsh planet that stopped spinning thousands of cycles ago. What
started as a mission to rescue Amon’s uncle from the clutches of an ancient cult, soon spirals into an adventure that was
centuries in the making. You must bring together this group of unlikely heroes to stop the ruinous past from repeating itself.

The World
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Explore the magical world of Umbra and discover places lost in the past to uncover the secrets of the Earthlock Artifact.

The Heroes

Unite this band of heroes, all with their own journeys of self discovery and venture into the world to save the planet from the
growing evil within. Mix up your strategy to beat your enemies using two different stances per character, and build your
characters' battle bond to unleash powerful abilities or unique perks.
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The Battles
Dive into turn based battles on arenas in the grand tradition to explore the depths of tactical choices needed to survive the fierce
boss fights.

Your Own Secret Island

Take a break from adventure and escape to your own home island. Here you can harvest magical ingredients and craft weapons,
helpful items and perks.

Grow Stuff
Gather seeds to grow amazing plants both on the island and elsewhere. Many provide necessary ingredients to make your way
around the world. Some, when they ripen, in stead produce living off spring, cute little kittens and other creatures that wander
about for pure enjoyment.

The Overworld

With plenty of stuff to do you can lose yourself in the Overworld. Scavenge for items, pick flowers, catch cute Bibis or dig up
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treasures to trade or take back to Plumpet Island to concoct the strangest potions and ammunitions giving you a leg up in your
next battle.

The Talent Table

EARTHLOCK features a unique talent board system; a refreshing take on the classic skill tree. This board gives you complete
control over your player's strengths and weaknesses. You can swap talents on and off the board, allowing you to finely tune each
character to your desired playing style. The talent board also features “Perk Talents” which you can craft and collect in the
world, giving you special combat skills and abilities.

If you have played EARTHLOCK: Festival of Magic
Extended and upgraded, this is in many respects a brand new game.
Keeping all the best parts from EARTHLOCK: Festival of Magic, we have spent the last year improving them in every way
while adding loads of new stuff:
⁃Craftable weapons and equipment
⁃New abilities in the overworld
⁃Numerous new side quests
⁃New scenes, new creatures and new NPCs
⁃In addition to all the strange plants you now can grow trees to bring kittens and other cute critters into the world
⁃Treasure Maps to discover more treasures
⁃The ability to sell as well as buy stuff
⁃Loads of new animations, story additions, smarter NPCs and tweaks of every kind to make the game even more engrossing,
enjoyable and replayable!

For the best EARTHLOCK experience, we recommend using a game controller.
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Title: EARTHLOCK
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Snowcastle Games
Publisher:
Snowcastle Games
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 or newer
Processor: x86 Dual Core 2.6 GHz
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 10 GPU with 1GB of memory
DirectX: Version 10
Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Norwegian,Polish,Russian,Japanese
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Looking through my Steam account, I haven't completed many games. I completed this one, though. Stares.
Frozen Factory is (much) more of what you liked (or didn't) about the base game. There's new stuff appearing all the
time, which is fun, but this means there are a few rough edges. Eight spawners was a lot - particularly since it ended up
being 11 spawners... The magmabore was quite an undertaking. So was tearing it down and rebuilding it when half of
it disappeared eyetwitch.
With most games, I'd have uninstalled it, and made a mental note to avoid any game with less than overwhelmingly
positive reviews. I kept going. Partly because the dev is a Mad Genius, and partly because of charged explosives.
Some games get balanced and polished and tweaked to the extent that begin to lose their charm. They turn from a
'game' into 'software'. The experience I've had FCE has encouraged me to be a bit braver with what I decide to play
next. It wasn't two hundred hours of bliss, but it has often led me to a contended flow-state, as I wrangled with lifts,
mine-carts, and Mr Toasties. I also enjoy cycling in cold weather, and salty porridge with prunes.
I did finally achieve my due reward; a terse message saying "Build a railgun". Maybe not today, but I'll be back.. love
the game so far. keep up the great work guys.. i like this game but the thing is can u make the online work for dis i
mean its much better with friends and just by your self then u will feel like a loner and i also want to know is the game
british if yes HECK YES if no :(
any way can u also add more player and charectores like a hippo or something like that and i do recomend this game its
pretty cool but why do u have to kill the queen why not just her hench men that will be better instead off actually
killing her thats just not right and ababy where did that come from? and also more maps we need more maps cuz then
we could have like better places instead of playing the same game again and again and AGAIN so yes and thats all i got
to say sorry if it was a bit chanty but thats me so yea thx. It may seem like a mindless strategy game contradiction, but
that's exactly what Alien Hallway is; an RTS with all the difficult decisions removed to make room for way more
explosions and rag doll death scenes - and it's a perfectly satisfactory experience, although, you are unlikely to ever
want to return to it once you've finished the campaign, there doesn't seem to be any replay-ability.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Short Version: It's a must buy to play locally with friends and must have, and you want to push the developer to make
it bigger and better.
Warning: At the moment of this review there is no "online multyplayer", or local AI to play against. It's for you and
your friend to play on the couch at home as games "used to be", so that your screams of joy and suffering can be heard
while someone is on a destruction rampage.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Long Version:
Looking in to the Steam games for Local coop, you don't find much of appealing games for a nice evening and party
with your friends, the choices are quite limited to few choices: Magicka, Towerfall, Gang beasts... but the rest doesn't
look solid enough for a buy or lasting fun. Lance a Lot was a nice surprise, it looked good, the gameplay seemed nice
and so I decided to give it a go.
Results? The game is very fun, and it was a surprise that is one of the game overlooked by Steamers because it is a nice
hidden gem. Reading more about the developers, you quickly realise that this was a short experiment that it became
much more popular that the developer expected. It's a pity because they deserve someone to sponsorship them and give
them more funds, the game has much potential and it could be refined even more with many interesting features,
because I sincerely want this game to grow.
Flying on a rocket on the sound of hectic classical music (great choice by the way, I was screaming the song while trying
to impale my friends), and than discovering that you don't need to just impale your friends to win, but you can even
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punch them, or push them out of bounds, or make explode with the holy granade or barrels it add a small layer of
tactic into the game.
Other positive things about the game is the choice of 4 modes (without counting the tournament option) on the
skirmish play: Last Man standing (doesn't matter the kills just survive at the end!!!), Capture the Flag (get hold of the
flag and run away like a master chiken that wish to fly before someone else kills you), King of the hill (or better Pinball
of the hill, you hit a target and try to keep off people from to touch that target) and Kill mode (the most kills wins, but
don't die by suicide or you'll lose point. Damn thorns map, I hate you!!!).
Than you have as well customization of parameters that make the game more interesting, like full throttle acceleration
(so you cannot stay still anymore), length of your Lance (tiny lance fights are ridicoulus and hilarous) etc...
Some maps have interesting surrounding effect, thorns if you hit them twice they can kill you, the floating air if you
stay too long you die, the damn trees that you get often stuck into and try to get free from it, the teleports that teleport
you when you least expect when you try to avoid an enemy lance, the holy granade, the explosive barrels and the
rotating stick of doom! (I wish that this one was moving a tiny bit faster).
This game show at his best with 4 people playing on the gamepads. We laughed, we cried, we promised doom and
destruction on each other. So yes, it's a game to show off at your gaming party nights and it is assured fun.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Suggestions for the developers:
- I wish like some other guy told on the forum, to have a random button for this kind of settings or have a play mode on
which every round the setting just change automatically, because choosing them it's good but most of the time when
you are into the zone of fun, you just don't want to think and I want ready solutions.
- I want more maps, at least 4 more. One in particular that I imagine it is a simple single file line on which we need to
charge each other for 1vs1, and maybe you can do it like a cross so in 2vs2 we can meet crashing each other in the
center.
- The map with thorns with the mode who kill the most, was stressing and fun at the same time... maybe that map need
a bit more space because of the thorns, it was the longest game and I believe quick and fun it's the best deal of the
experience.
- You need to explain a bit the dynamic of the punch that it's not clear at all how to achieve it into the game (we had
different trial until we figure it out).
- I agree with everyone saying multiplayer over AI, if you can do it, do it. And I understand the difficulty of lobby for
the game, the latency etc... maybe wait for a bit more success or look for investors to fund it. Don't give it away, if this
was your training ground game, think of it as training and get better as team.
- Give me one more game mode, I loved the capture the flag, because I was defensless and I had to run the whole time.
Maybe something like Rocket League on which you have a bouncy spike ball that you need to try to score (or maybe kill
someone else with) good for a 2vs2 game or 1vs1 game. We have always game everyone againts everyone, but not modes
on which we can team together vs another team. And I believe that could be even fun to have a specific game mode that
is 3vs1 like the capture the flag (like you have the fast rocket and longest lance, but your enemies have short lance and
slow rockets but you need to avoid them and kill them all).
- If you ever introduce AI, think about co-op mode. 4 knights vs hordes of monster to defend the entrance of the castle.
Friendly fire obviously is on, so while try to save the princess you can kill your friends anyway at the last 10th wave :D
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Developers please get in contact with me if you want ask some more questions about my personal game experience, I
am happy to help, you made a great game that deserve more attention. Good luck.. The verbage for the game and DLC
is a little frustrating but this is a tight deck builder and a steal at 5 dollars. I know some people want all the campagins
and whatever, but personally I just want to play the game, so playing the base game is perfect. 5 bucks nets you online
play, the harder AIs, and enough of the campagin (which is just playing regular but doing dumb things to get
completion stars.
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Replayability is high, art is good, online has 3 minute turns for quick play fans, and 48 hour turn modes so you can
play with your friends and not be restricted to a specifically short time. Purchasing this game on steam, also unlocks it
on all mobile platforms so this game is totally a steal. Pick it up.
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Eh, 4000+ hours later, they deserve 10 bucks. Or 20 as the case may be. <see also the zombie auto clicker>. wtf is this. Well
looking at this so far the initial view is great idea shame about the manic and stupid "mission" greedy noble demands events.
These things are just insane - in scope, scale, frequency and more. They make the game worthless and unplayable. Have never
got more than,9 turns before the combined demands for estates by "nobles" exceeds the total number in the kingdom and more.
The next great fail is the Tech Tree being both locked and then effectively "mission" or "building" dependent. Nice theory but
so far in 8 starts tech Tree has "unlocked" just once. Paths are dependent on things that are virtually unobtainable - Monasteries
being the classic example (only 7 (5 in Ireland & 2 in Scotland) exist and they can't be built despite having buildings called
Monastery in ones building chains) but there are others.
The rate and nature of trait gain is insane and generally stupid - detracting from the game not adding. When you get half your
generals and half you Govenors getting the same stupid trait in the same turn! Then there are the weather events - get an overall
boutiful weather factor that lasts 6 to 10 turns then get\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665adverse weather events in 75%
of your provinces every turn for the entire period of the "beneficial" weather pattern!
Basically a botched game that currently isn't worth paying any thing for at all
Before some bright spark comments I do most of my play offline so ignore the hours as it only records online play.. A great
variety of choices and paths. During my 5 hours with this game I've played through 3 storylines that were very different and had
their own unique endings. The writing is well done, though sometimes I didn't get too immersed and slogged through some
pages. But maybe that's just me. Overall good CYOA definitely worth the 5$ I paid.. My bad, it's working. But in SP I found
SC's weapons are more powerful than these.. A fantasy adventure with beautiful graphics and effects. The puzzles were a little
simple although logical, and I found myself hoping it would be a little more like FORM, by the same devs which is fantastic.
The whole experience lasted an hour and a half and not quite as engaging or involved as the other title. Originally it kept
crashing which was frustrating till I updated my graphics driver and all was well. Worth a look.. A brilliant soundtrack that goes
hand-in-hand with a brilliant game. Well done!. While the new class and race is enjoyable, be warned that Kineticist is without
many of it\u00b4s possible class choices such as being only able to choose between Air, Earth, Fire and Water Elements, as well
as having quite a few less infusions and wild talents to choose from.
The class is still fun to play, but it is not what I had hoped for.
Tieflings are Tieflings and have lots of heritage choices for fun and profit. They alone would be worth buying this DLC.
The Class is just icing on the cake.. The art is not good. The game ok.
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